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Salam, hanym 
bourgogne. are 
you ready to go?

?

salam, arkadag. 
yes, I just need to  

fasten the girdle. thank 
you for the ”interesting” 

number.

haha - fitting,  
I thought.

are you coming to the state 
dinner, hanym? we will find a 
married couple to accompany 

               you.

ta’, but I will be  
joining ahal ateyew  

and his wife.

the ateyew who gave  
you your beautiful akhal-teke? 

that is a good plan, hanym.  
üstünlik!

likewise,
arkadag.

you are so  
lucky!

you have 
no idea.

so, rinaldo.  
let’s go for a 

stroll. oops. there 
the president goes 

again.

ready...

go ... >!<
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..da, da,
da

dada ...

... on 
the horse 

again .. ?!???

Aaaand - he’s  
off again.

can I be  
of any help,
arkadag?

NO!
I’m a poor
lonesome
cowgirl ...

da..
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let’s see ...
... through the pass

... turn right, and 20 km  
later we will reach  

the first vet  
check-up.

holiday,  
rinaldo! we just  
need to relax.

entirely.
no bad
guys ...

... no
shooting, no
problems!

?

hybris.

sounds 
like problems  

to me.

the path is  
forking.

give us  
another  

call?

he is 
answering!

up there.
we’re close 

now. he sounds 
scared.

pat
!

   
pat

!
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there he is.  
ooh, the reins are 

stuck in the  
rockside.

whoah ...
steeeady,

you.

that’s it.
hush ...

your rider 
is gone, and you’re 

hurt. rinaldo,  
come here.

this wound 
wasn’t cut  
by rocks

...

... I think the rider has 
been shot. let’s see if 
the horse can lead us 

to him.

steady on,  
horsey. where is  

your friend?

this
way?

what  
the hell was 
he doing up 

here?
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there!

no
pulse.

and  
here’s the  

explanation.

shot from  
above by a 7.62  
calibre. dead  

instantly.

I have to  
report that No. 4  

has ”left the ride”.

which is  
the closer? back to 
start or the next vet 

checkpoint?

... gust of wind.
goodbye to  

the map.
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I believe  
the vet might be 
our best option. 
moving carefully 

here on the  
edge.

the horse  
is going left, so we 

will go right, giving 
them two targets 
and making them 

give one of  
us up.

I knew it!

”great  
holiday, dorthea.”

”no bad guys, dorthea.”
”no bullets, Dorthea.”

HAH!

bloody hell.  
now, we are the 

targets.
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the shower of  
bullets has ceased,  

but we’re not  
safe yet.

they will  
try to locate us 

again. If we head for 
open space, we’re 

finished.

we need a  
place to hide.

down  
there?

no.
onwards.

that looks  
promising.

?

and now we  
wait. If we are  

lucky, the endurance 
organisers will  

soon start looking 
for us.
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